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ABSTRACT

scribing those relationships [4] there is still a great potential for further research. Various programming languages
have been developed aiming at meeting those needs, including CSound [5] Max/MSP [6], Pure Data [7], SuperCollider [8] and ChucK [9]. There are also tools available for creating sonifications like xSonify [10], Toolkit
for Sonification [11], SonifYer [12] and SoniPy [13] but
most available tools arguably requires both programming
and audio synthesis skills.
At The Royal College of Music (KMH) and the KTH
Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm we teach sonification, sound design and sound synthesis to both music
producers and engineers, which has led to the development
of the new coding environments WebAudioXML [14] and
iMusic [15], as well as an online sonification toolkit [16].
Our research projects are often tightly connected with the
pedagogical activities of ongoing courses [17] and point
out that there is a great potential for audio tools that are
easy to use in order for the students to express their creativity rather than stumbling on technical challenges [18].
Many of our courses are aimed at building bridges between art and technology as we want knowledge and practices to be shared between the disciplines. While most of
the students at KMH have no prior knowledge of programming, we have been challenged to find ways for them to
get into coding as easy as possible. Most of our students
have a basic understanding of HTML and as the web has
become an increasingly important platform for sharing not
only static content but also interactive online audio applications, we have decided to explore Web Audio API [19]
as the platform for our experiments. We particularly appreciate that web technology is open source and that the
applications we build are cross platform, online accessible
and require no installations for the end user.
During our sonification classes, we have also discovered
the potential for a standardized way of describing the various parameter mappings used in an application to encourage shared knowledge, flexible program architectures,
open plugin structures with common libraries of sounding
objects, mappings and data manipulations. We aim for
solutions that make configurations and mappings explicit
to encourage readability and easy assessment to avoid the
“black box”-phenomenon that often can be said about sonification applications.
This study contributes to the community of sound and
music computing with a proposal for a descriptive XML
syntax for parameter mappings in audio applications in
general and for web audio applications in particular. We
have developed a working example and aim at a better un-

Sonification using audio parameter mapping involves both
aesthetic and technical challenges and requires interdisciplinary skills on a high level to produce a successful result. With the aim to lower the barrier for students to enter
the field of sonification, we developed and presented WebAudioXML at SMC2020. Since then, more than 40 student projects has successfully proven that the technology is
highly beneficial for non-programmers to learn how to create interactive web audio applications. With this study, we
present new feature for WebAudioXML that also makes
advanced audio parameter mapping, data interpolation and
value conversion more accessible and easy to assess. Three
student projects act as base for the syntax definition and by
using an annotated portfolio and video recorded interviews
with experts from the sound and music computing community, we present important insights from the project. The
participants contributed with critical feedback and questions that helped us to better understand the strengths and
weaknesses with the proposed syntax. We conclude that
the technology is robust and useful and present new ideas
that emerged from this study.
1. INTRODUCTION
Audio parameter mapping is a commonly used approach
in a wide range of applications spanning from data sonification projects to physical, digital instruments with knobs
and sliders. Common for these applications is that variables, e.g., statistical data or the value of a knob on a synthesizer, are used to shape or control the playback of a
sound.
Sonification using audio parameter mapping involves
both aesthetic and technical challenges and requires interdisciplinary skills on a high level to produce a successful
result. The process includes data preparation, sound synthesis, mapping parameters and finally listening and tuning
the settings [1] to produce a meaningful result. It also requires an understanding of auditory perception [2], sound
design, and musical composition. Studies show that the
relationship between the original data and the auditory domain is far from being a simple linear link [3] and even if
there have been attempts at trying to formalize ways of dec 2021 the Authors. This is an open-access article distributed unCopyright: ○
der the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original author and source are credited.
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derstanding of the strengths and weaknesses of such a syntax.

a spreadsheet-like approach for data bindings to make
mappings more explicit. There are different approaches to
the use of XML: One is to use elements for encapsulating
all data and another is to use elements for the hierarchical
structure but store the data using attributes. In this study
we want to stay true to the path set out in WebAudioXML
where the audio nodes are represented by elements and
their parameter values are specified using attributes. This
arguably makes the code more compact and easy to write
even if attributes are less flexible than elements. We
are, for the continued development process, interested in
testing how snippets of code and logic for parameter mapping can blend with the current hierarchical structure for
audio routing in WebAudioXML. Before building a prototype we set out a few design rules to steer the development:

1.1 Background
Since the presentation of WebAudioXML [14], we have
supervised more than 40 student projects using the technology with promising results. WebAudioXML is a framework that uses XML to abstract an audio configuration
for Web Audio API. The declarative syntax has proven to
make Web Audio application development accessible for
creators and opens up possibilities for students with little
or no prior programming experience to turn interactive, audio application ideas into reality. We have also developed
WebAudioXML Sonification Toolkit [16] – an online tool
for exploring mappings between statistical data and audio
parameters – that has been tested by students with no prior
experience in either sonification, programming or audio
synthesis. The evaluation points towards the need for the
creators to access an audio configuration on a meta-level
rather than having to understand and control all low-level
parameters in a complex audio object.
The initial focus for WebAudioXML was to offer an
XML-syntax that described audio connections and configurations. The first version supported mapping external
variables to audio parameter but the solution was limited
in many aspects. The mappings were defined individually
for all audio parameters, only one external variable could
control an audio parameter and the mapping was restricted
to one pair of in-values and out-values with only one setting for interpolations. While the old version has proven to
inspire creativity, it has also indicated a great potential for
new features like the ones presented in this study.

Platform:
The syntax shall integrate with and become a part of
WebAudioXML
Language:
The syntax shall use XML to declare variables and
mappings using elements and attributes
Flexibility:
The syntax shall allow for flexible mapping and conversion
of values
Readability:
The syntax shall be readable and comprehensible with
focus on hierarchical structures and dependencies

1.4 The spreadsheet approach

1.2 Design Process

An important influence for the current project is the approach used in spreadsheet applications like Excel. We
value the affordances of spreadsheet applications for nonprogrammers to create logic and visual representation of
data. The syntax proposed in this study borrows from that
approach by offering XML elements and attributes to define variables and formulas in a similar way to data and
formulas in a spreadsheet application. The difference is
that the result of the calculation causes an audio parameter
to change rather than a visual graph to update, see Fig. 1
and Listing. 1.

This study builds upon earlier experiences from the development and evaluation of WebAudioXML. It covers a further development of parameter mapping in the syntax and
introduces a new variable object that offers a standardized
way of specifying parameter mappings including scaling,
quantization and conversion of values. We use three cases
springing from student projects as a driving factor for the
design and document the process of developing the syntax.
The code is finally tested and published with online examples 1 and discussed with three technically experienced
music artists.
1.3 Design Goals
WebAudioXML offers a simple syntax with a hierarchical
structure that aims at shifting focus from the technological
to the artistic in the making of interactive audio applications. The intention with the current study is to stay
true to the same design goals while introducing more
complex and flexible parameter mapping solutions. It
shares the logical approach to parameter mappings with
graphical environments like Pure Data, it is readable
like a text based language as SuperCollider, and it uses

Figure 1. Spreadsheet formula and graph.
The example in Listing 1 shows how the new syntax proposed in this study uses XML elements and attributes to
emulate a behaviour similar to the example from Excel in

1

https://github.com/hanslindetorp/WebAudioXML/
wiki/Parameter-Mapping
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Fig. 1. The syntax is explained to a greater detail in Section
2.

OSC

filter

frequency

frequency * 2

<var name="var1" value="0.5"></var>
<var name="var2" value="1.0"></var>
<var name="avg" value="($var1+$var2)/2"></var>
$param

<OscillatorNode>
<frequency
value="$avg"
convert="Math.pow(10,x*3)">
</frequency>
</OscillatorNode>

out
2000

20

Listing 1. Code example for the Spreadsheet approach.

in
100

0

$relX

2. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Our aim with this study, in addition to the software development, is to gain more knowledge about strengths and
weaknesses of the proposed syntax. We defined three cases
as a starting point for the new specification and used an
annotated portfolio [20] to collect insights from the design
and development process. We also invited three experts
from the field of sound and music computing to discuss the
concept during the development process. Two participants
are PhD students and one is a Postdoc, and all have extensive experience of using audio programming languages
like Pure Data and SuperCollider in their artistic professions, and also in teaching the platforms at universities.
They were interviewed individually and gave their consent
for us to video record, analyse and use the results for research purposes. The interviews were between 30 and 60
minutes long where the participants contributed with both
personal reflections and answers to prepared questions regarding clarity, strengths, weaknesses, potential, and challenges for the proposed syntax.
The three cases used as a starting point for this study
spring from artistic sonification ideas formulated in our
current student projects and act as a requirement specification for the syntax development. Below is a description
of the three cases including the proposed syntax to solve
them.

Figure 2. Systematic sketch for Case 1 with one-to-many
mapping.
to the current horizontal position of the pointer. “$relX” is
mapped exponentially from a value between 0 and 100 to
a value between 20 and 2000 before it is stored in the variable object “$param”. Finally, the Oscillator and BiquadFilter nodes continuously update their frequency using the
value of “$param” where the filter follows the same frequency value as the oscillator but one octave above.
<Chain>
<var name="param"
value="$relX"
mapIn="0, 100"
mapOut="20, 2000"
curve="exp">
</var>
<OscillatorNode frequency="$param">
</OscillatorNode>
<BiquadFilterNode frequency="$param*2">
</BiquadFilterNode>
</Chain>

Listing 2. Code example for Case 1 (see Fig. 2).
2.2 Case 2 – The Flexible Scale: Many-to-One

2.1 Case 1 – The Meta Knob: One-to-Many

A common strategy for mapping values to frequencies is
to quantize them to a musical scale, which is demonstrated
in the second case. In traditional music though, the scale
is rarely used without variation, and alterations typically
occur depending on the direction of a phrase or the current harmony in the arrangement. The second case thus
requests a solution where the state of multiple variables affect the frequency of an oscillator.
This case requires a new feature where an attribute of
a <var>-element can follow the value of another <var>element or external variable. Listing 3 illustrates how the
pointer direction on the X-axis (“$dirX”) is mapped to the
<var>-element “$third” causing it to have a value of either
3 or 4. This value is used in the <var>-element “$pitch”
and refers to the number of semitones above the root note
specified by the attribute “steps”. The variable “$pitch” is
here continuously following the pointers position on the Xaxis (“$relX”) and is mapped from values between 0 and

In the first case, we identified a need for a complex audio
configuration to be controlled on a meta level in a similar way as synthesizers can have a single knob for controlling multiple parameters at the same time. This makes
it straightforward to build instrument plugins that can be
used in sonification applications by developers without
knowledge of how the instrument operates on a low-level.
The first case requests variable objects anywhere in the
XML-structure that can be read by multiple audio parameters on a lower level, see Fig. 2.
The <var>-element is similar to a cell in a spreadsheetapplication. It can contain anything from simple data to
complex formulas and mapping definitions for calculating and converting its value according to external variables
(e.g. user interaction data) or other <var>-elements.
In Listing 2, the <var>-element named “param” continuously follows “$relX” which is a global variable referring
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Figure 3. Systematic sketch for Case 2 with many-to-one
mapping.
Figure 4. Systematic sketch for Case 3 with interpolation
curves.
100 to a value between 36 to 72. After being quantized to
a scale step (dynamically updated by “$dirX”), it is converted to a frequency in Hertz before the value is used to
set the frequency of the OscillatorNode.

“mapin”-values, they will be repeated and used for multiple interpolation ranges.
In addition to presets such as “lin” and “exp”, curves can
also be specified as a mathematical expression in javascript
like Math.pow(x, 2) where “x” is the mapped value
scaled to a range of 0–1. There is also an extensive list with
preset curves 2 with more intricate shapes including “easeIn”, “easeInOut”, “easeInOutQuad” etc. inherited from
animation tools. These presets typically mimic behaviors
in the physical world and can make a parameter interpolate from a linear variable in a way that e.g. accelerates
in the lower part and retards in the upper. 3 While the
curve-attribute affects the value before it is mapped to the
mapout-value, the “convert”-attribute is the last step before
the value affects the audio parameter. It can, similar to
the curve-attribute take any javascript-expression to convert the value between different domains and also offers
presets like “MIDI->frequency” and “dB->power”.
The following code illustrates how the gain parameter can
be controlled over time using different values and interpolation curves. The “$time”-variable refers to a user variable controlled from an external timer or slider using the
javascript API webAudioXML.setVariable(“time”,
x).

<var name="third" value="$dirX"
mapin="-1, 1" mapout="3, 4">
</var>
<var name="pitch" value="$relX"
mapin="0, 100" mapout="36, 72"
steps="0, 2, $third, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12"
convert="MIDI->frequency">
</var>
<OscillatorNode type="sine" frequency="$pitch">
</OscillatorNode>

Listing 3. Code example for Case 2 (see Fig. 3).
2.3 Case 3 – Complex Interpolation
In the third case we look for a non-limited way of defining
interpolation curves for mapping an input value to a destination value. The metaphor we apply is the “automation”feature typically found Digital Audio Workstations and
graphical animation tools. Typically, this feature would
map a time position to an audio or graphical parameter
value using defined interpolation curves, but it could as
well be used to describe any non-linear relationship between a variable and an audio parameter. To make this possible, the third case requires a syntax which supports multiple values for incoming values, outgoing values, curve
shapes, steps and conversion functions.
While this case opens up for very complex mapping configurations, the addition to the WebAudioXML is fairly
simple. The new feature supports multiple values for all
attributes of a <var>-element or an audio parameter, see
Listing 4 including “mapin”, “mapout”, “curve”, “convert” and “steps”. They can all be specified as one or
several comma separated values with a few exceptions
and restrictions: There has to be at least two “mapin”values and typically the same number of “mapout”-values.
More “mapout”-values will be ignored and fewer will be
repeated. The number of “curve” and “convert”-values
should be either a single or one less than the number of
“mapin”-values to specify the interpolation between two
values. If there are fewer “curve” or “convert”-value than

<GainNode>
<gain value="$time"
mapin="0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60"
mapout="-40, -30, 30, 0, -30, -30, -40"
curve="easeInOut,lin,lin,easeOut,lin,exp"
convert="dB->power">
</gain>
</GainNode>

Listing 4. Code example for Case 3 (see Fig. 4).
3. RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS
We present the result organized according to the design
goals mentioned in Section 1.3. We also point out possible implications for further development related to each
design goal.
2 https://github.com/hanslindetorp/WebAudioXML/
wiki/Parameter-Mapping
3 https://easings.net/
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3.1 Platform

All challenges from the three cases were solved and tested
successfully. The new features also contributed to an update of old features like the possibility to write formulas
directly into an attribute of an audio-element. The participants recognized several similarities with the proposed
solution for parameter mapping to objects in other audio
programming environments. UGens in SuperCollider and
abstractions in PureData both offer similar functionality
with inlets, outlets and a way of processing the value inbetween. The experts perceived the platform as relatively
limited in terms of possibilities and suggested a way of extending the format with a plugin-structure for adding any
user-created audio object into the configuration.
Another idea that came up as a result of discussing flexibility was to let small blocks of data (e.g., a series of numbers specifying a musical scale) to be stored in a separate
file. This would arguably make the code easier to read
and the data more reusable and might work extra well for
Case 3 above where the amount of data potentially could
grow large. One of the participants also mentioned support for the Open Sound Control protocol [21] to make the
platform even more flexible.

The syntax shall integrate with and becoming a part
of WebAudioXML.
The first proper tests of the new features was successful and proved the new syntax to be robust and straightforward to use with the WebAudioXML parser. The participants responded very positively to the potential on how
Web Audio in general and WebAudioXML in particular
can make audio applications easy accessible. One of them
expressed that “it passes the grandma-test” when he realized that he could send someone a URL to a project and
that it would run on any device without any installations.
They also pointed out that the low entry style without the
need for external classes makes it attractive for didactic and
pedagogical purposes.
3.2 Language
The syntax shall use XML to declare variables and
mappings using elements and attributes.
The first observation is that the new features merged into
the previous syntax easily, while the implementation of
them into the WebAudioXML-parser exposed some limitations and mistakes in the code design. The participants’
response to the choice of XML for programming audio applications varied from being slightly surprised to heavily
questioning. One participant objected to the use of XML
for anything else but storing data and argued that the language loses its main purpose (“the only thing XML is good
for”) when the data is written using attributes with long
strings rather than using the basic element tags. On the
other hand, they agreed on that the hierarchical structure in
XML is easy to understand as long as the configuration is
limited to the constrains it provides.
The critique is interesting and raises the question about
who the potential audience for a programming language
is. WebAudioXML is primarily targeted towards web developers and should by design appeal more to that audience
than to experts from the sound and music community. The
critique regarding using XML for anything else than storing data is important and questions where the line should
be drawn between storing data and logic. In this study we
have explored the potential of implementing parts of the
logic into the audio configuration model and to use the
same language and file format for both. It promotes the
building of reusable blocks in a similar way to that HTML
has taken with custom elements but might be further discussed in terms of usability. The discussion also points
towards a bigger question about what an application is and
how it should be built. Similar to a spreadsheet application,
WebAudioXML might not be the platform for a commercial products but rather offers new ways for prototyping
ideas.

3.4 Readability
The syntax shall be readable and comprehensible
with focus on hierarchical structures and dependencies.
The participants were in general very appreciative regarding the accessibility and the descriptive language in WebAudioXML. They pointed out that the proposed naming
conventions and coding strategies were clear and easy to
understand. This being said, they were more skeptical regarding the use of long strings to express complex mappings. They argued that it shared similarities with old music programming languages like CSound and that the long
strings used in attributes might be a bit scary for many developers. They also asked for contextual documentation as
they would expect from a coding environment. While they
expressed appreciation for the clear, hierarchical structure
and relations between objects, parameters, and variables,
they also pointed out the potential problem when audio signals and parameter mappings are set to break those structures and suggested a graphical interface to get a better
overview.
We find the discussion about a graphical interface especially intriguing; it is easy to lose flexibility in favor for
the usability a graphical interface can offer. One possible
compromise that both stays true to the text-based concept
of XML and offers contextual guidance in some XML editors is the use of a well-designed XSD-file. 4 One feature
that was discussed by all participants was case 3 and the
complex relation between multiple input and output values. Even if they thought the syntax was clear, all of them
mentioned that the feature was hard to visualize without a
graphical tool available.

3.3 Flexibility
The syntax shall allow for flexible mapping and
conversion of values.

4
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3.5 Other observations

would require a graphical interface to become useful. It
was stated that syntax and concepts borrowed from other
languages were easy to understand and that the concept of
external files with top-level parameters exposed to the parent object was an expected feature relating to object oriented programming in general and “abstractions” in Pure
Data in particular.
Forthcoming studies involving students in our courses
will target parameter mappings in particular. Then, both
the pedagogical potential and the syntax itself will be systematically evaluated with regards to what the students
choose to create and how they will use WebAudioXML
to accomplish their artistic goals.

The annotated portfolio from the development process also
contributes to important insights. It was obvious that the
addition of the new features to the parser challenged several design decisions made in the beginning of the WebAudioXML development. Some of them were updated during
this process but there is still a need for a few new class definitions. The parser also contains some non-recommended
solutions like eval(expression) that work well for a
prototype but is a potential security risk if put into production. Furthermore, the “value”-attribute replaced the old
“follow”-attribute. Its approach with any type of expression from a single target variable to a complex mathematical expression containing multiple variables proved to be
a more flexible way to receive data.
One feature we struggled with during the implementation
was the sequence of the mapping steps inside a variable
object. Even if the attributes themselves can be defined in
any order in the XML-element, we decided to make them
always operate in the following order, and if any attribute
is missing, that step will be bypassed.
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